[Eebiwauy 1, 1870. oxygen, the less must he eat. Some fancying because their appetite is not so good as it was in England seek to increase it by tonics, curry, &c., and succeed in eating more by a plenum; the air would be better distributed in a large building on entrance, and more would be given than with a thermantidote, but there will be the same difficulty in arranging the openings for exit to insure its effect being felt 100 feet away from it. As far as cooling goes, all three, if properly arranged, will cool the air to much the same temperature, but there is a vast difference caused, when a large surface of tattie can be used, instead of tho small ones in use with thermantidotes ; for with the small ones tho air has to pass through so rapidly, that the tattie dries very quickly, and there is tho difficulty of keeping it properly watered; while with a larger surface, this difficulty does not exist to the same extent. Experiments would seem to prove, that from one and half to three miles an hour is the best speed for the air to pass through a tattie. A better cooling effect is always produced, by making a tattie house over a thermantidote, than by using only the small tatties at the sides j and if it is desired to uso the exhausting fan as a plenum, it would be better to fix it so, that there is one room between the tattie and the fan, when an ordinary tattie in the outer-door would present a surface of from 25 to 30 square feet instead of a small one covering the mouth, which would give only seven square feet. It is difficult to givo a preference without trial, to either exhaustion or propulsion, for cach holds advantages of its own; undoubtedly exhaustion is best for a private house; but systems on a small scale often fail when tried in on a large scale, from causes over which there is no control; and practice often proves that success belongs to a system that has the least amount of theory to uphold it.
Ventilation in India proves unsuccessful, because the laws which govern natural ventilation have been altogether disregarded, and the foundation on which rests the system, of ventilation as adopted, has been overlooked ; which Avhen put in Dr. Reid's words is,?"it will act at all times when the density of the air within is less than the density of the air without." The evil resulting from trusting to natural ventilation in a warm climate is, that when the densities inside and out are equal, stagnation results, and is more or less so, so long as the densities of the two remain nearly alike; so soon as the density outside is less than that within, the openings afforded in the roof for egress, become openings for ingress. So that instead of the air being warmed to make it escape, it must be cooled for it to do so; while the hot air brought in, consequent on the cold air escaping; not only heats the barrack during the daytime, thereby making the densities inside and out more nearly the same, but the heat thus given to the walls, furniture, &c., has-to be abstracted by the cold air of the night.
If these remarks on ventilation in India induce others to think over and study the subject, a great object will have been gained; for we may be well assured, that if the air given us to breathe is rendered unhealthy, it is through some fault of our own, and not through the fault of our Creator; nor can the mistake be rectified, till the intention of His design and purpose are thoroughly understood. Our object in ventilation is to clear away the poisonous carbonic acid from our rooms.
When we have done so, He takes care that it shall be returned to us, as it was originally; for to the trees and plants, the very carbonic acid that is so poisonous to us, is to them their very life and soul. The carbon is consumed by them, and the oxygen is again liberated, while in the organisation of Nature the atmosphere is always on the move; so it may chance, that the very air we to-day reject from our rooms, does not part with its excess of carbon, till it arrives in the primeval forests of America. I
